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UNDERSTANDING EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

FACTFILE:
GCE NUTRITION
& FOOD SCIENCE

Understanding examination questions

The stem words in examination questions are called 
‘command words’. It is important to understand 
these words in order to maximise student 
performance. For example, if asked to ‘evaluate’ 
within a response but a student subsequently 
‘describes’ characteristics, this will not be deemed a 
competent response.

Examination papers undergo a thorough writing 
process to ensure that students are significantly 
challenged. Certain command words are associated 
with particular Assessment Objectives (AOs) (Table 1). 

It is very important that teachers understand the skills 
behind AOs to ensure their students are well equipped 
to respond to a wide range of question types.

A highly competent written response is not just 
about recalling everything the student knows 
on a particular issue, it’s also about the way the 
knowledge is used under examination conditions. 
Therefore good understanding of command words is 
of critical importance to achieve maximum marks.

Table 1: Table showing the different Assessment objectives used across exam papers and the level of progression 
associated with these

Assessment Objective 1 
(AO1)

recall, select and communicate
straightforward testing of 
knowledge and understanding e.g. 
stating definitions, sources etc

Assessment Objective 2 
(AO2)

apply knowledge, understanding 
and skills; analyse problems, 
issues and situations

ability to select and apply 
knowledge in a variety of 
situations; analysing involves 
looking in detail and giving 
reasons why or how something is 
and the effects of something

Assessment Objective 3 
(AO3)

justify and evaluate

interpreting data and drawing 
conclusions; evaluating and 
assessing requires students 
to justify the importance or 
significance of an issue
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Command Word 
AO1
Recall, select and communicate

Command Word 
AO2
Apply knowledge, understanding 
and skills

Command Word
AO3
Justify and evaluate

Identify Explain Evaluate

Outline Discuss Discuss

Define Describe Explain

Describe Examine Advise

State Summarise Assess

Comment on Critically Assess

Analyse Compare and contrast

Consider

Justify

Propose and Justify

Explore

Debate

Interpret and analyse

Suggest

Argue

The table above contains examples of some command words which may appear in examination questions. 
Please note that this list is not exhaustive

Command Words
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Command Word Definition

Explain

Set out purposes or reasons
Students should make something clear, or state the reasons for something 
happening. The answer should not be a simple list of reasons but fully 
developed sentences, which may include examples. 

Describe

Set out characteristics
Students may be asked to recall some facts or processes accurately. For 
example they may be asked to describe a deficiency disease, work of an 
organisation or describe trends in some data.

Identify Name and present key facts.

Outline
Set out main characteristics
Give only the most important details/brief overview 
– often carries fewer marks.

Discuss Describe and explain key points e.g. discuss the specific nutritional 
requirements of the frail elderly.

Evaluate

Students should use the information supplied as well as their knowledge 
and understanding to consider evidence for and against. Evaluation 
involves judgement and opinion, for example, commenting on how 
important, significant or valuable something is.

Examine Investigate closely. Consider carefully and provide a detailed account of 
the indicated topic.

Interpret and 
analyse

Translate into a recognisable form. How do you ‘see’, ‘read’ or ‘understand’ 
something. Separate information into components and identify their key 
characteristics. For example, using information from a table to extract 
information and “explain trends ...“

Compare and 
contrast

Identify similarities and differences
This requires the student to describe the similarities and/or differences 
between things, not just write about one. 

If students are asked to ‘compare x with y’, they need to write down 
something about x compared to y, using comparative words such as ‘better, 
‘more than’, ‘less than’, ‘similar to’, ‘more expensive’, ‘on the other hand.’

Consider Review and respond to the given information. Discuss from all angles.
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Command Word Definition

Explore Investigate without preconceptions. Look deeply at ... perhaps 
considering reasons.

Define State precise meaning.

Propose and justify State and support with detailed evidence.

Analyse
Separate information into components and identify their characteristics
Break down the content of a topic, or issue, into its constituent elements 
in order to provide an in-depth account and convey an understanding of it.

Identify Name and present key facts. Pick out/select/find/highlight.

State Write briefly the main points.

Summarise Draw the key ideas and points together/review main points.

Comment on Present an informed opinion/interpretation.

Suggest Put forward/propose ideas.

Advise Provide a mixture of facts, commands or options to help someone 
reach a decision.

Assess Make an informed decision after weighing up the options.

Debate Present different perspectives on an issue.

Argue
Present a reasoned case, putting forward a point of view in a structured 
and reasoned way, usually takes one side but takes account of other 
points of view.

Table 2: Glossary of command words used in examinations


